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Dear Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the regional workshop on AFP and measles 

surveillance. I wish first to extend a warm welcome to the national staff responsible for 

surveillance activities in the Eastern Mediterranean Region countries and to express my gratitude 

for the great job they are doing towards achieving the goal of polio eradication. I wish also to 

welcome WHO staff from headquarters and country offices. 

AFP surveillance is a main strategy for polio eradication. In fact, it is the compass that 

directs immunization strategies in the remaining endemic countries and the only means to prove 

interruption of virus transmission. Surveillance remains vital even in polio free-countries as an 

important pillar of preparedness for importation, where early detection and timely response are 

crucial for maintaining polio-free status. 

Dear Colleagues,  

I am pleased to note that AFP surveillance sensitivity and quality are maintained at 

certification standard in all but a few countries in the Region. These are mostly countries with a 
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small population and hence a small number of AFP cases annually. However, these gaps are very 

important to address and I am sure you will discuss the challenges in depth during your 

workshop.  

The regularity of surveillance efforts is a basic element for success. In this regard I would 

like to acknowledge the weekly updates now regularly issued by Afghanistan, Egypt, Pakistan, 

Sudan and Yemen. As well, the regular weekly reports received from all countries have enabled 

us to issue the weekly polio fax regularly for more than eight years and hence to monitor the 

performance and motivation of countries in sustaining their surveillance efforts. I am pleased that 

this weekly surveillance reporting is also being used by other programmes, such as in the newly 

initiated measles surveillance bulletin. 

The regional laboratory network, composed of 12 polio laboratories, has been a great 

success. The network laboratories deal with thousands of specimens every year from all 

countries of the Region, performing virological analysis and providing timely results which are 

crucial in directing programme activities. Furthermore, genomic sequence analysis and data are 

now instrumental in providing information on the progress of eradication as well as on 

importations. 

I know that you as surveillance staff also go beyond indicators and numbers to the 

process itself and how surveillance activities are implemented, focusing on the quality. To 

maintain quality and identify any gaps, national and international surveillances reviews are 

conducted as well as the annual accreditation of the polio regional laboratory network. These are 

clear examples of quality control which we always aim to achieve. 

 Dear Colleagues, 

I am proud that the polio eradication programme and the AFP surveillance system, in 

particular, have set the stage for other EPI and health programmes. In fact, in some countries and 

areas the surveillance system is the only available infrastructure for health services delivery. The 

investment made in building the laboratory network, training human resources and creating 

communication channels is great. The experience, capacity and infrastructure built for AFP 

surveillance is a great asset to all Member States and should be utilized to the maximum. Our 
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meeting today is an example of cooperation and integration, where both AFP and measles 

surveillance will be discussed.  

Dear Colleagues, 

I sincerely hope that this workshop will facilitate exchange of experience between 

different country programmes, highlighting areas of strength and those that need improvement. 

As well, I hope it will be an opportunity to update surveillance staff on recent advances in related 

technical issues and ensure common thinking and standardization of work across countries of the 

Region. I am sure that this will be followed by similar training at national level.  

I wish you all success in your deliberations and a pleasant stay in Cairo. 

 


